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TRANSVERSE FIELDS ON FOLIATED RffiMANNIAN
MANIFOLDS

J.S. PAK AND S. YOROZU

O. On a foliated Riemannian manifold, the transverse Killing field
was defined by Molino [6J, and was discussed by Kamber and Tondeur
([4J), Molino ([6J, [7J), and others. In this paper, we will discuss
geometric transverse fields, that is, transverse affine, projective, confo
rmal, and Killing fields, on foliated Riemannian manifolds. If the fo
liation is one by points, then transverse affine, projective, conformal,
and Killing fields are usual affine, projective, conformal, and Killing
vector fields on Riemannian manifolds respectively. Thus, if the foliation
is one by points then our results reduce to well-known results that were
shown in [lJ, [2J, [5J and [10]. That is, our results are generaliza
tions to foliated cases.

We shall be in COO-category and deal only with connected and oriented
manifolds without boundary. We use the following convention on the
range of indices: 1 s;,i, js;,p and P+1 s;,a, b, c, d s;,P+q. The Einstein
summation convention will be used.

1. Let (M, gM, iJ) be a (p+q)-dimensional Riemannian manifold
with a foliation iJ of codimension q and a bundlelike metric gM with
respect to iJ ([8J). Let 17 be the Levi-Civita connection with respect to
gM' Let TM be the tangent bundle of M and E the integrable subbundle
of TM given by iJ. The normal bundle Q of iJ is given by Q= TM/E.
The metric gM defines a splitting a of the exact sequence

with a(Q)=El. (the orthogonal complement bundle of E in TM) ([3]).
Then gM induces a metric gQ on Q:
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(1.2)

(1.1) gQ(s, t) =gM«(J(s), (J(t» for any s, tEF(Q).

In_a flat chart U(xi, xa) with respect to ;} ([8J) , a local frame {Xi, Xal
= {%xi, oraxa-Aiaa/oxi} is called the basic adapted frame to ;}([8J,
[9J, [l1J). Here Aia are functions on U with gM(Xi , X a) =0. It is
trivial that {Xi} (resp. {Xa}) spans F (E lu) (resp. F (E.L Iu) ). We
omit "Iu" for simplicity. We set

gij= gM(Xi, Xi) gab= gM(Xa, X b)

(gO) = (gij) -1 (gab) = (gab)-l

A connection D in Q is defined by

(1. 3)

Dxs=n;([X, YJ) XEF(E)
s EF(Q) with n;(Y)=s

Dxs=tt(f"xYs) XEF(E.L)
s EF (Q) with Ys=(J(s)

([3J). Then we have

PROPOSITION 1. 1 ([3J). The connection D in Q tS torsion-free and
metrical with respect to gQ'

PROPOSITION 1. 2 ([3J). It holds that

2gQ(Dx s, t) =X(gQ(s, t» +Y(gQ (n;(X) , t»
-Z(gQ(1C(X), s» +gQ(1C([X, YJ), t)
+gQ (1C ([Z, XJ), s) -gQ(tt([Y, ZJ), tt(X»

for any XEF(TM) and s, tEF(Q) with 1C(Y) =s, tt(Z) =t.

he the space of all vector fields Y on M satisfying

[Y, ZJEF(E)

element of V (.g) is called an infinitesimal
[7]). We set

The curvature RD of D is defined by

(1. 4) RD(X, Y)s=DxDys-DyDxs-D[x.y]s

for any X, YEF(TM) and sEF(Q). Since i(X)RD=O for any XE
F (E) ([3J), we can define the Ricci operator PD : F (Q)~F (Q) of ;}
by

(1. 5)

([4J).
Let V(;})

(1.6)

for any ZEF(E). An
automorphism of ;} ([4J,
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(1. 7) V(;;l) = {sEF(Q) Is=;r(Y), YEV(;])}.

The sEVe;]) satisfies

(1. 8) Dxs=O

for any XEF(E) ([4J, [7J).
The transverse Lie derivative B(Y) with respect to YE V(;]) is defined

by

(1. 9) B(Y)s=;r([Y, YsJ)

for any sE F (D) with ;r (Ys) =s.

DEFINITION 1.3 ([4J, [6J, [7J). If YEV(;]) satisfies 8(Y)gQ=O, then
S=1r (Y) is called a transverse Killing field (t. K. f.) of ;;l.

DEFINITION 1. 4. If YE V(;;l) satisfies B(Y)gQ=2fy·gQ where fy is a
functionon M, then s=;r(Y) is called a transverse conformal field (t. c.
f.) of ;] and fy is called the characteristic function of s.

DEFINITION 1.5 ([4J). If YEV(;]) satisfies 8(Y)D=0, then s=;r(Y)
is called a transverse affine field (t. a. f.) of ;].

DEFINITION 1. 6. If YE V(;;l) satisfies (8(Y)Dht=q>y(X)t+qJy«(J(t»
;reX) for any XEF(TM) and tEF(Q), where qJy is a I-form on M,
then s=1r (Y) is called a transverse projective field (1. p. f.) of ;] and
qJy is called the characteristic form of s.

For YEV(;]), we define an operator AD(Y) : F(Q)~F(Q) by

(1.10) A D(Y)t=8(Y)t-Dyt.

Then we have

(1.11) AD(Y)t= - Dyt;r(Y)

where t = 1r (Yt ). This shows that
(i) AD(Y) depends only on s=;r(Y),
(ii) AD (Y) is a linear operator of F (Q) .

Thus we can use AD(s) instead of AD(Y) ([4J).

PROPOSITION 1. 7 ([4J, [5J). For Y E V (;]) , it holds that

(e(Y)D)Ytu=RD(;r(Y), t)u- (DytAD(;r(Y»)u

for any t, uEF(Q) with Yt=(J(t).

Let Dr(M, Q) be the space of all Q-valued r-forms on M. When M
is compact, the inner product ~, ~ on Dr(M, Q) is defined by
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(1.12) ~t,u}>=fMgQ(t/\*u)

([3J). Let dD : Qr(M, Q)--7>Qr+1(M, Q) be the exterior defferential ope
rator and the operator d D* : Qr(N, Q)-----'J-Qr-l(M, Q) is defined ([3J).
If M is compact, then dD* is the adjoint operator of dD with respect
to ~,}> ([3J). The Laplacian .JD acting on Qr(M, Q) is defined by

(1.13) .JD=dvdD*+dD*dD·

REMARK 1. 8 ([3J). An element of r (Q) is regarded' as an element
of QO (M, Q). The bundle map 1r : TM-----'J-Q is an element of Ql (M, Q).

The Q-valued bilinear form « on M is defined by

(1. 14) «(X, Y) = - (Dx 1r) (Y)

for any X, YEr(TM) ([3J). Since «(X, Y)=1r(l7x Y) for any. X, Y
Er(E), we call a the second fundamental form of a:([3J). The
tension field 1: 'of a: is defined by

(1. 15) i=giia (Xi, Xi)

([3J). We remark that 1:=dD*1rEr(Q).

DEFINITION 1. 9 ([3J). The foliation ~ is minimal if 'Z"=O.

Let Coo (M) .be the space of all function on M. We define an operator
divD : r(Q)~(M) by

(1. 16) divDs=ga"gQ (Dxas, 1r (X,,».

We call divDs the transvers divergence of s with respect to D ([12J).
We define the transverse gradient gradDf of a function f with respect
to D by

(1.17) gradD f=gaoXa Cf)1r(XlJ)·

Let Ar (M) be the space of all r-forms on M'and Arl' rz(M) the
space of all (rt> r2)-forms on M ([8J, [9J, [l1J). If qJEAl(M} satisfies
i(X)qJ=O for any XEr(E), then qJEAo.l(M). We have Ar(M) =
L:rl+rz;rArl,rz(M). The exterior differential operator -d: Ar(M)~
Ar+l(M) is decomwsed into the form d=d' +d" +d"' ([8J, [9J, [l1J).
For a function f on M, we have df=d'f+d"f where d'fEAl,O(M)
and d"f E AO. 1 (M) . . When M is compact, the inner product «, ») on
Ar (M) is defined by

-(1. 18): «qJb qJ2») = fMqJI!\ *qJ2'

The operator 0 : Ar (M) is also defined, and, if M is compact then 0
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is the adjoint operator of d with respect to (( , ». The Laplacian
operator A acting on Ar(M) is defined by A=do+Od. We remark that
o is decomposed into the form 0=0' +0" +0"' ([8J, [9J, [l1J).

DEFINITION 1. 10 ([8J, [9J). A function f on M is a foliated function
if d'f=O.

PROPOSITION 1.11. If SEV(.~), then divDs is a foliated function on
M, and d (divDs) =d" (divDs).

2. We have the following propositions:

PROPOSITION 2.1 ([4J, [I2J). If sEV(m, then it holds that

ADs=dD*dvS=Dq(r)s+ gab (DXaAD(S»1C (Xb).

PROPOSITION 2.2 ([4J). Let SEV (m. The follO'Wing conditions are
equivalent :

(i) s is a t. K. f. of;:].
(ii) AD (s)gQ=O.
(iii) gQ(AD(s)t, u) +gQ(t, AD(s)u=O for any t, uEF(Q).

PROPOSITION 2.3 ([4J). Let S=1C(Y) EVGJ). Then s is a t.a.f. of
;:] if and only if

for any tEr(Q).

PROPOSITION 2.4 ([4J). Every t. K.f. of;:] is a t. a.f. of;:].

PROPOSITION 2.5. If S=1C(Y) EV(;:]) is a t. c.f. of;:], then it holds
that

(B(Y) Dha1C(Xb) = {Xa(fy)ob'+ XbUy)Oac-Xd(fy)gabgdc} 1C(Xc>

where Obc denotes the Kronecker's delta.

PROPOSITION 2.6. Let S=1C(Y) EV(m.
(i) If s is a t. a.f. of;:], then dn(divvS) =0.

(ii) If s is a t. K.f. of;:], then divDS=O.
(iii) If s is a t. c.f. of;:] with characteristic function fy, then divDs

=q·fy.
(iv) If s is a t. p.f. of ;:] with characteristic I-form <py, then

d" (divDs) = (q+ 1) '<py.

Thus we have
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r~OREM 2,7. Let sE V(m
(i) If s is a t. a.j. of~, then

dj)S=Dq(r)S+PD(S) and d" (divn$) =0.

(ii) If s is a t. K.j. of~, then

dna=Do(r)S+PD(S) and divna=O.

(iii) If sat. c. f. of~, then

dj)S=D,,(r)S+PD(S) +(1- ~) gradndivj)S

(iv) If S is a t. p.j. of~, then

dj)S=D,,(r)S+PD(S) - q~1 gradDdivDs,

3. We assume that M is compact. Then we have·

THEOREM 3. 1 ([12J). Suppose that M is compact. It holds that

fMdiVDt dM= ~'I:, t~.

for any tEF(Q) .

• THEOREM 3.2 ([12J). Suppose that M is compact. It holds that

~dnt, u~ = ~Dt, Du~

for any t, uE V(m, where ~Dt, Du~ = f MgabgQ (Dx"t, DX6u) dM.

As corollary of Theorem 3. 1, we have

COROLLARY 3.3 ([12J). Suppose that M is compact. If;} is minimal,
then

f divDt dM=OM .

for any tEF(Q).

The Ricci operator PD of ~ is non-positive(resp. negative} at xEM
if gQ (PD (t), t) Ix:5:0 (resp. <O)for any tEF(Q) (resp. t(x) *0). If
Pnis non-positive etrerywhere on M, then we have ~PD(t), t~:5:0 for
any tEr(Q).

If tEF(Q) satisfies Dt=O, that is, Dxt=O for any XEF(TM),
then t is called D-parallel.

By Theorems 2. 7 and 3. 2, we have
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THEOREM 3.4 ([4J, [12J). Suppose that M is compact and ~ is mini
mal, and let s be a t. K.f. of~. If PD is non-positive everywhere on
M, then s is D-parallel. If PD is non-positive everywhere and negative
for at least one point of M, then s=o.

By the direct calculation, we have

(3.1) gQ(gradDdivDt, t) =(1(t) (divDt)

(3.2) divD«divDl) ·t) =(1(t) (divDt) + (diVDt) 2

for any tEF(Q).

THEOREM 3. 5. Suppose that M is compact and a is of codimension q;;::: 2
and minimal. Let s be a t. c.f. of a. If PD is non-positive everywhere
on M, then s is D-parallel. If PD is non-positive everywhere and
negative for at least one point of M, then s=o.

Proof. We have, by (3. 1), (3. 2) and Corollary 3. 3,

(3.3) «gradDdivDs,s~=-fM(divDs)2dM.

Thus we have, by Theorems 2.7 and 3.2, and (3.3),

0::;; «Ds, Ds~ = «L1DS, s»)

= «PD (s), s))+(1- ;)«gradDdivDS, s»)

=«PD(S), s»)- (1- ; )fM (divDS) 2 dM::;;O.

4. We assume that M is compact. By the direct calculation, we
have

(4.1) divDCAD(t)t) = - gabgQ (DxaDq(t)t, 71: (Xb) )

(4.2) Tr(ADCt)AD(t» =gahgQ (Dq(!7x.q(t))t, 71: (Xb»

for any tEF(Q) ([12J), where Tr denotes the trace operator. By the
above equalities, Corollary 3. 3 and (3. 2), we have .

THEOREM 4.1 ([12J). Suppose that M is compact and a is minimal.

Then it holds that

fM {RiCD(S) +Tr(AD(s)AD (s» - (divDs)2} dM~O

for any sEV(a), where RicD(S) =gQ(PD(S), s).
Let tAD\s) be the transpose of· AD (s), that IS, tAD(S) satisfies the
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for any t, uErCQ).

THEOREM 4.2 ([12J). Suppose that M is compact and ~ is minimal.
Then it holds that

fM {RiCD(S) - Tr (tAD (s) AD (s) )

+ ~ Tr(AD(s) + tAD (s» - (divDs)2} dM=O

for any sEV (~).

Theorem 4. 2 implies the following theorem

THEOREM 4. 3 ([12J). Suppose that M is compact and ~ is minimal.
If sEV(m satisfies

Llns=PD(S) and divns=O

then s is a t. K.f. of~.

For SEV(m, let BD(s) : F(Q)-F(Q) be an operator defined by

(4.3) BD(s) =AD(s) +tAD(s) +£..(divDs).I
q

where I: F(Q)-F(Q) denotes the identity map. The operator BD(s)
is symmetric, that is,

for any t, uEF(Q).

PROPOSITION 4.4. Let sE V(m. If BD(s) =0, then s is a t. c.f. of ~.

THEOREM 4. 5. Suppose that M is compact and ~ is minimal. If sE

iT(~) satisfies

Llns=PD(S) +(1- ;) gradndivDs,

then s is a t. c.f. of~.

Proof. We have

Tr«BD(s» 2) =Tr «AD (s) + tAD (s» 2)

+1:..(divDs) . Tr (AD (s) + tAD (s» +1:.. (divns) 2
q q
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so that we have

Tr((Bv (s)) 2) =Tr((AD(s) +tAv CS))2) ---i(divvs)2.
q

By Theorem 4.2 and the equality: fM TrCtAv (s)Av (s))dM=«Ds, Ds»,

we have

«Pv(s), s»-((Ds, Ds»+ ~fMTr((AvCs) +tAV(S))2)dM

- fM (divvsFdM=O.

By the above equalities, we have

fMTr((Bv (s))2)dM=0.

Since BD(s) is symmetric, we have BD(s) =0.

Let sE V(m be a t. a. f. of 3. Then, by Proposition 2.6, divDs is
a constant function on M. If 3 is minimal, then divD s=o. This is
proved by Corollary 3. 3. Thus we have

THEOREM 4. 6. Suppose that M is compact and 3 is minimal. Then
every t. a. f. of 3 is a t. K. f. of 3.

Let s=1t'(Y) E V(m be a t. c. f. of 3 with characteristic function fy.
If 3 is minimal and fy?:.O (or:::::: 0) , then, by Proposition 2.6 and
Corollary 3.3, fy=O. Thus we have

THEOREM 4. 8. Suppose that M is compact and 3 is minimal. Then
every t. c.f. of 3 with non-positive(or non-negative) valued characteristic
function is a t. K. f. of 3.
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